CASE STUDY: SLEEP INNOVATIONS

CLIENT:
BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Obtaining feedback from hard-to-reach respondents
on an ongoing basis to brainstorm new products, learn
about attitude and usage, and uncover new insights.
Engaging with purchasers of a specific sleep product
can prove to be challenging if executed in an ad hoc
environment, so having purchasers, and purchase
intenders pre-identified for online surveys is critical and
reduces the time and expense involved in recruitment.
Sleep Innovations® manufactures products for other
brands, and needed to help clients gather insight from
customers.

“

I love working with Toluna because they have
the right team and expertise in place to make
everything we do turn key. They are true
partners in our business and understand and
anticipate our needs.
Maria Sigmund, Director - New Product
Development, Sleep Innovations

“

Industry: Marketing Research

SOLUTION
Engaging with and listening to pre-identified purchasers
and purchase intenders on an ongoing basis by providing
an online web community - ‘Sleep Talkers.’ Sleep
Innovations® chose to work with Toluna and create the
‘Sleep Talkers’ panel community of 2,000+ members.
Members have purchased, or intend to purchase sleep
products in the next 12 months, and say ‘a good night’s
sleep is a priority.’
Toluna’s PanelPortal™ online communities were
suggested as a means of engaging with members and
eliciting feedback. The ‘Sleep Talkers’ were encouraged
to take photos and visuals of their sleep experiences,
post to discussion boards, and participate in more
traditional studies:

Client Profile/Background:
Sleep Better. Live Better. Sleep Innovations®
offers the most advanced mattresses, mattress
toppers, pillows and specialty sleep products
available on the market. Every product made
by Sleep Innovations® is clinically tested to
show that it measurably improves the way you
sleep so you wake up feeling rejuvenated.
In addition to its own products, Sleep
Innovations® manufactures products for other
brands.
Sleep Innovations® wanted to obtain more
information from prior purchasers, as well as
those that intend to purchase sleep products to
gather feedback about packaging, attitude and
usage, as well as new product screening.
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•

Package re-stage - to understand PI, Appeal,
Driversand more.

•

Branding lift - to understand PI, key drivers and
benefitsof a celebrity endorsement.

•

Mattress AU - to understand mattress types owned
and compare memory foam to traditional mattresses.

•

Concept testing among shoppers of a specifit outlet
-Monadic exposure to test concepts for purchase
withinselect retail outlets.

•

New product screening and optimization Continually screen new product concepts to prioritize
development efforts.

•

Product names and benefits optimization - Use
thecommunity to brainstorm new names and future
ideas.

Sleep Innovations® has expanded its planned research
program, and done so by creating easy-to-use ‘package
testing’ survey templates that not only streamline the
research process, but provide consistent comparable
results over time, with a database that is capable of
tracking progress over time.

IMPACT
As the company expanded its research program to
conduct more studies, overall research costs have
decreased by more than $300,000. That was coupled
with a savings of more than $25,000 in technology
savings. Further, ‘Sleep Talker’ member engagement

is significantly increased and response rates exceed
85%. High rates of member engagement decrease
recruitment and incentive costs.
In addition to achieving savings, Sleep Innovations®
undertook projects that were very important to the
company. In one specific example, Sleep Innovations®
client noticed that a brand of mattress was not selling
within a specific retail environment, but was elsewhere.
Sleep Innovations® was able to quickly design a survey
for shoppers of this retail store, and ask about brand
perception, price, and more.
Respondents indicated that the price point charged was
inconsistent with branding. The brand was perceived to
be of higher value, and prices were not reflecting this
brand positioning. Pricing was ultimately raised, and more
salesresulted. Truly a win-win for Sleep Innovations® and
for the end client involved.
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